
Protection from Acid Etching
Innovative cost-saving solution to graffiti damage

Overcoming vandalism is an enormous and growing problem in today’s society. 
Any surface accessible to the public is vulnerable and easily vandalised, 
especially mirrors and stainless steel. Costly replacement is the usual option 
for removing the handiwork of ‘artists’ choosing to etch out their tag for the 
world to see and surface repairs to mirrors and stainless steel surfaces are often 
impossible to achieve.

Until now.

Solar Gard’s revolutionary Metal Shield and Mirror Shield protective films offer 
the perfect twofold solution by: 

• Renewing the defaced surface, refreshing it to show a brand  
new looking stainless steel or mirror appearance without having to  
replace or repair the original surface

• Providing a sacrificial protection for the surface it covers; in the  
event of future marking, the film can easily be removed and  
replaced
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Ideal Applications: 

• Mirror Shield as the name suggests is a film with a reflective full mirror finish.
• Metal Shield’s stainless steel grain finish provides a perfect ‘veneer’ to renew damaged stainless steel surfaces

Restrooms, elevators, escalators, vending and ticket machines, fuel pumps, displays, public transport, public  
buildings, hospitals, hotels and restaurants are all typical applications that would enjoy the restorative and protective 
features of the films.
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 Please recycle.

Features Benefits

Metal Shield and Mirror Shield are opaque Masks the imperfection, whether caused by spontaneous ageing 
or vandalism

Distinctive Stainless Steel grain / Mirror look Provides the original appearance of stainless steel / mirror finish

Removable adhesive Can easily be removed and replaced, providing a continuous 
original appearance

Easy and fast installation and replacement Impressive savings compared to replacing the damaged area  
(including cost of part, cost of replacement, opportunity costs,  
eg down time)

Polyester material High durability, strength and masking ability to cover existing 
damage without needing to repair surfaces first

Limited total cost of installation / film Outweighs ‘doing nothing’ and leaving the damaged / vandalised 
part ‘as-is’

Can give any smooth surface a mirror or  
stainless steel look!

A very cost-effective way to upgrade an existing surface to a  
modern and useful application


